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It has been a matter of convenience that language codes have 
utilized statistical aspects of easily identified language lements such 
as letters and words although there is no a priori reason to indicate 
that these are the natural elements of coding in the brain. Other 
aspects of totM redundancy including m-word elements and gram- 
matical constraints are considered in this paper. Conditions are 
established under which greater compression is achieved by map- 
ping m-words from a source language into a single code word. The 
results of tests which utilized several language elements are re- 
ported and suggestions are made for utilizing some of the techniques 
of mechanical translation to achieve maximum compression. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Compress ion  codes are interesting f rom both mathemat ica l  and  
linguistic standpoints. To a large extent, studies in this area have been 
restricted to selection of easily recognizable language lements uch as 
letters or words, and entropy and redundancy estimates have been re- 
lated to these elements. Efficient binary codes, for example, have been 
called minimum redundancy although they are minimum only with 
respect o the arbitrarily selected language lement. The total redun- 
dancy of a language which is the sum of all grammatical, syntactical, 
and semantic constraints has not been explicitly considered. 
In Section 2 total redundancy is considered and a basis is prepared 
* The research on which this paper is based was supported by the Air Force 
Avionics Laboratory, RTD, Air Force Systems Command under Contracts No. 
AF 33(616)-7882 and AF 33(657)-11447. 
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for investigation of a natural element of language coding. Section 3 
analyzes m-word elements and establishes conditions under which a code 
can achieve greater compression by mapping m-words from a source 
language into a single code word. The results of an experimental study 
which employed ifferent language lements for coding text based upon 
frequency, transition probabilities, and grammatical rules are reported 
in Section 4. Suggestions for taking advantage of the constraints of 
grammar and syntax as developed in mechanical translation procedures 
are embodied in Section 5. 
2. MINIMUM REDUNDANCY AND MAXIMUM COMPRESSION 
A code has been defined as a nonsingular t ansformation that is de- 
fined on the elements of a source language and has for its imago a subset 
of another language (not necessarily distinct) called a code language 
(Patterson, 1959). The central problems of coding deal with the identi- 
fication of elements of the source language, development of a code 
language, and the formulation of procedures for mapping the source 
language into the code language. 
These problems have usually been met by arbitrarily identifying an 
element of the source language and mapping the elements into a selected 
code language in accordance with criteria of machinability, efficiency, 
secrecy, or some combination of these. Efficiency has many meanings. 
It may be a measure of invertibility (one-to-one correspondence), singu- 
larity (uniqueness), minimization of machine time for code computa- 
tion, or degree of compression. A code which eliminates redundancy 
from the source language is called a compression code. ~ 
An example of a binary code which is invertible and singular (uniquely 
decipherable) is an exhaustive prefix code. The efficiency of this code is 
defined as the ratio of the entropy of the source language to the entropy 
of the image representation in the code language. 
Efficiency = - ~p~ logs p~ 
~_,p~Li 
where p~ is the relative frequency of the ith element and L~ is the num- 
ber of digits in the coded image of this element. A code which minimizes 
p~L~ is called a minimum redundancy code. 
It is important to note, however, that the minimization is only with 
1 An analysis of various word coding techniques with emphasis on compression 
codes is co~tained in a paper by Nugent and Vegh (1962). 
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respect to the mapping of the arbi t rar i ly  selected language element. 
This  is clearly ind icated in Table 1 which lists theoret ical  entropies for 
1-, 2-, 3-letter, and word elements in the Engl ish language. The differ- 
euees in the est imates of word ent ropy stem fl'om the values assigned by 
the invest igators to the following: 
1. Number  of word types 
2. Re lat ive frequencies of word types 
3. Sample of tokens from which word count was obtained 
4. Parameters  of Zipf's formula (slope and curved tai ls of rai~k- 
frequency distr ibut ion).  
Tab le  1 clearly shows that  entropy decreases as element size increases 
due to the greater stochastic dependence of the const i tuent i ems in the 
TABLE 1 
THEORETICAL ENTROPY OF ENGLISH 
Elemen t Bits/element Bits/letter Reference 
1--Letter 
?,---Letter 
3--Letter 
Word + space 
4.11 4.11 Shannon (1951) 
7.70 3.32 Shannon (1951) 
11.00 3.10 Shannon (1951) 
12.00 2.18 Brillouin (1956)" 
11.82 2.14 Shannon (1951) b
10.12 1.84 Bemer (1960) c 
9.83 1.79 Bemer (1960) d 
9.83 1.79 Grignetti (1964)' 
9.72-9.76 1.77-1.78 Grignetti (1964)s 
- -  1.40 Shannon (1951)~ 
Computed for dictionary of 10,926 words and assuming Shamlon's results for 
the probability of successive words. 
b Computed for dictionary of 8,727 words, the limit of ~,~=1 = 10, as derived 
from Zipf's formula. Shannon used the relative frequencies of the most frequent 
words in Dewey's count (1923) and employed Zipf's formula for n > 100. 
Calculated using Brillouin's 10,926 words. 
d Calculated using Shannon's 8,727 words. 
" Calculated using Dewey frequencies for 78.6% of word types in 100,000 tokens 
and constructing an artificial distribution of 20.3% of words following Zipf's 
formula. Remaining 1.1% was ignored as its inclusion was not likely to affect the 
total value beyond the second decimal figure. 
s Total number of words, 12,370, was obtained by evaluating N as a partial 
sum of the harmonic series and the entropy was calculated by evaluating integrMs 
which bounded the sttmmation - ~{=1 0.1/n log O.1/n. 
Determined by game in which subject was required to guess letters in sen- 
tence starting with the first. 
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language lement. Theoretical limits on this dependency have been 
estimated in a number of studies (Sharmon, 1951; Newman and Gerst- 
man, 1952; Burton and Licklider, 1955) which show that the information 
added by the final letter in a string n letters long becomes negligible at 
approximately 15 letters. Although it is recognized that the limiting 
value for the average information per letter has not yet been deter- 
mined, it has been concluded from these studies that written English 
does not become more redundant as longer sequences are considered. 
This may be true of sequences considered as combinations of letters 
in a statistical sense. It cannot be accepted for sequences considered as 
combinations of words. Koutsoudas and Machol (1957) point out that 
the assumption of the independence of successive words which extend 
over lengthy sequences of text may not be justified. Research on micro- 
glossaries (Schwartz, 1965) is largely based on the assumption that 
subsets of words are highly correlated over the entire field of use of u 
subset. Mechanical translation of languages i also based upon the de- 
pendency of words in extended sequences. The grammatical, syntactical, 
and contextual nalyses of these dependencies make translation possible. 
Information retrieval systems are usually restricted to microglossaries 
and are based upon the high correlation of words in text and the high 
transition probabilities of given word sequences. 
It has been a matter of convenience that language codes have utilized 
statistical aspects of well-defined elements such as letters, n-grams, and 
words. These elements can be easily separated and counted and their 
frequency distributions established. There is no a priori reason for 
selecting these elements nor is there psychological evidence that it is 
these elements that are coded in the human brain in transmitting in- 
formation. Larger units such as word pairs, triplets, phrases, or perhaps 
a conceptual gestalt may be the element of information transfer. 
Mandelbrot in explaining the infrequent use of some short words 
which appears to contradict the concept of a language volving towards 
an efficient state stated: "Therefore, the optimum coding property which 
the ideal elements must possess could hardly be satisfied by natural 
letters or phonemes. One must therefore make the weaker assumption 
that the structure of speech as a ~equence ofwords is influenced by some 
other coding, higher up in the receiving brain, considered as an optimal 
terminal information processing machine" (1955). Miller in reviewing 
the perception of speech concluded: " . . .  people have finite bounds on 
what they can store, both as talkers and listeners, so language must 
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contain some natural coding units of finite length. But what these 
coding units are for an articulate human being still remains omething 
of a mystery" (1962). 
The natural element of human coding is inextricably associated with 
the myriads of rules, both explicit and unformulated, which humans 
employ in communication. This set of rules constitutes the total redun- 
daney of a language and is the sum of all the constraints which limit the 
choice of elements and strings of elements including syntactical, gram- 
matical, and semantic factors as well as innate characteristics of a 
language. A true minimum redundancy code for maximum compression 
must consider the total redundancy of a language and the natural or 
optimum element of human coding. 
3. m-WORD CODE ELEMENT 
An improved method for mapping a source language into a code 
language was investigated in connection with studies of the highly re- 
dundant Air Traffic Control (ATC) language. Word counts were made 
of 19,000 tokens transcribed from operational messages in which com- 
monly occurring word pairs, triplets, and other m-tuple word groups 
were identified. Common m-word elements are listed in Table 2 together 
with their rank among 708 types. Individual word frequencies appear 
in parenthesis above each word. 
The ATC information souree can be considered as a stochastic device 
for generating sequences of words and the transition probabilities Pie 
can be exhibited as a matrix of transition probabilities. The matrix is 
square with non-negative elements and unit row sums. The matrix 
derived from Table 2 is shown in Table 3. (NEW YORK is treated as a 
word unit in its association with CENTER; other m-tuples, m > 2, 
have been omitted.) Blank elements represent zeros. 
Given the relative frequencies of the 708-word ATC language and a 
matrix of transition probabilities for m-word elements, the problem is to 
map the language into a code with maximum compression. 
Since P{JAMES I SAINT} = 1, it is obvious that JAMES contains 
no information ot already contained in SAINT and, therefore, SAINT 
JAMES should be mapped into one code word for maximum compres- 
sion. If a recoding of the 707-word dictionary results in a reduced total 
entropy, then the entropy per letter will be reduced inasmuch as the 
total number of letters in the 19,000 tokens remains constant. 
In the ease of P{TOWER]IDLEWILD} = 0.72, IDLEWILD ap- 
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TABLE 2 
MULTIPLE WORD FREQUENCIES IN ATC LANGUAGE 
Word group Frequency Rank in 708 types 
(345) (338) 
New York 
(345) (338) (217) 
New York Center 
(186) (155) 
Idlewild Tower 
(147) (110) 
Trans Canada 
(242) (1237) 
Twenty one 
(326) (314) 
Six thousand 
(83) (116) 
Radar contact 
(1237) (719) (193) 
One three right 
(365) (314) 
Seven thousand 
(90) (193) 
Thirteen right 
(37) (1237) 
Seventy one 
(147) (37) 
Trans world 
(34) (34) 
Saint James 
(43) (80) 
Departure Control 
(32) (80) 
Ground Control 
(34) (80) 
Approach Control 
(47) (18) 
Air France 
(1237) (694) (1237) (133) (1237) 
One two one point one 
(1237) (242) (1237) (441) 
One twenty one nine 
338 12 
206 20 
134 33 
109 42 
87 50 
58 70 
57 72 
56 73 
51 77 
47 85 
35 113 
35 113 
34 114 
32 120 
26 129 
20 158 
18 163 
17 166 
17 166 
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TABLE 3 
MULTIPLE WORD MATRIX OF TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 
321 
Preceding word 
New 
New York 
Idlewild 
Trans 
Twenty 
Six 
Radar 
Seven 
Thirteen 
Seventy 
Saint 
Departure 
Ground 
Approach 
Air 
(Other) 
Following word 
© 
.3 
? ? 
1.0 
?. ? ? 
.7 
.8 
.5 
.38 
.(] 
, . °  
.02 
.39 
.28 
• 02  
.64 
.83 
.31 
.86 
• 48 
.05 
0 
.26 
.19 
.41 
.62 
, . .  ? 
pears in other transitions 52 times and TOWER appears in other transi- 
tions 21 times. TRANS is paired in two 2-tuples with transition proba- 
bilities 0.74 and 0.24, respectively. In only 3 out of 147 pairings is it 
followed by a word other than CANADA or WORLD. FRANCE is 
always preceded by AIR although P{FRANCE tAIR } = 0.38. The 
probability that a word other than DEPARTURE,  GROUND, or 
APPROACH precedes CONTROL is only 0.03. 
For word pairs with high transition probabilities, but less than 1, and 
for words with high transition probabilities to more than one other word, 
it is not clear by inspection what further compression, if any, can be 
achieved by mapping these ~n-word elements into a single code word. 
The following section investigates this problem in the general sense of 
mapping a finite language (dictionary) into a code language to achieve 
maximum compression. 
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A. WORD PAIRS 
In the following discussion only word pairs are considered. All log- 
arithms are to the base 2. 
Let us consider a code of n items such that H = - ~] pi log p~ 
p~ .~ Let Fjk be the frequency of word pair (WsWk) = W]k and 
Fj, F~ > Fj~. 
Three cases of recoding will be considered: (i) the number of items, 
n, is held constant by deleting from the word list the item with the lowest 
frequency and adding W~'k to the list; (ii) the list is extended to n + 1 
items by inserting Wj~ ; (iii) other word pairs, W~,, • • • , are inserted in 
the list in addition to W~.k. 
(i) n = constant; the item of least frequency, F~ , is replaced by Wsk with 
frequency F jk 
The frequencies F] and F~ are reduced by F~.k so that 
F /  = Fj -- Fj~ 
Ek' = F~ - E~.k 
Fn  t = F jk  
F~' = Fi (i ~ j, I~, n) 
Let ~-~=1 F~ = S. Then 
F~' = ~ F~+ F~.'+ Fk' + F~' = S -  (Fik + F~) = S', (1) 
i=I i~j,k 
! ? 
and p~' = Fi /S  . 
For any frequency distribution, 
-  p logp  = - l og  
i= l  
~=1 (2) 
1 - ~'~ F~ log F~ -}- log S 
Letting B = ~-~=~ F~ log F i ,  then H = - (B /S )  --~ log S. 
Let H ~ now be evaluated for the new code in which W~k is inserted and 
W, is deleted. 
2 I~uffman codes generated on a computer by the method of Schwartz and 
Kallick (1964) were 99.6% efficient. The assumption, therefore, has an empirical 
basis. 
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H t = - ~p( logp/  
- Fi log F~ + (F i  - F~k) log (Fj - Fj~) 
+ (F~ - F;~) log (Fk -- F~'k) + Fsk log Fjk I + log S' 
The new code will be more efficient if H -- H' > 0 
H-  H' = B - + log~+~[F / logF j  - F j logF j  (4) 
+ F~' log Fk' -- F~ log F~ + F~-~ log Fj~ -- Fn log F~]. 
Hence, the new code is more efficient if and only if 
F~ log F r - ' ~ + F~ log F~ Fjk log Fjk]. 
Since both sides of the above inequality are always positive, ~it will 
always hold if 
S' log S , , , , > [Fg log Fj - Fj log F~. 4- F~ log Fk -- F~ log Fk 
+ F~ log F~ -- Fj~ log Fjk], 
If H -- H'  is considered in terms of probabilities 
" 2 ;  H-  H ' = -~p~logp~+ p/ logp{ 
n--1 n--1 F~ F~ F~ F~ Fj - -  Fj'k Fj - -  Fj~ 
= -- ~ log + ~ log + S' log ~¢~,~  ~ ~¢~,~ ~ ~ S' 
(7) 
F~, F~ F~ - -  Fj~ Fk - -  Fjk F~log ,~ 
--  ~- mg -~- + S'  log S'  S 
F~k F~k F~ , F~ 
-t- ~z  log S' ~ mg ~.  
The new code will not be more efficient if ~his quunti~y is negative. 
The right side is greater th~n 0 because 
F~Iog F~ -- (F~ -- F~)  log (F~ -- F~) > F~iog  F]~. 
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The function y = z log x increases negatively as 2 increases until 
x = l/e, from which point the graph increases in the positive direction. 
For i # j, k, (FJS) < (FJS’) because X > X’ = X - [F;k + Fn]. 
Hence if (Pi/S’) < (l/e) for all i z j, k then 
so that 
is negative. Also, (Fjk/X’) log (Fik/S’) - (FJS) log (F,/S) is negative 
provided that (FJS’) < (l/e) because Fjl, > F, , S > S’, and hence 
(Fj,/‘S’) > (F,/X). The remainder of the expression in (7) will be 
negative (or 0) if 
3, Fi - Fi, > 1 cJ= S’ =; 
Fk Fk - Fj,c > 1 
x2 s, =e. 
These two conditions, together with the condition that (Fjk/S’) 6 
(l/e), are equivalent to 
and 
pk [Fjk + Fnl 5 Fjk < $ < F/t - Fjk (8) 
pi [Fjk + Fnl S Fjk < ’ e < Fi - Fik a 
This means that if these two conditions hold and 
(9) 
Pi 7 < f for i # j, k 
S 
(10) 
then the new code will not be more efficient because (7) will be negative. 
This will also be true if 
Fj Fj’ 1 Fk) Fk 
27, 
Fi 1 
%7 >; > s’ > s and F <; for i # j, k. (11) 
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If all the above conditiorts are not met, (7) will still be negative pro- 
vided F~ < (S'/e), i ¢ j, k, and 
1 
sw [(i% - Fjk) log (F; -- fjk) + (F~ -- f~)  log (F~ -- Fj~) 
q- F~ log Fj~ - (Fj - fj~ ÷ Fk) log S'] (12) 
_ 1_ [Fj log Fj q- Fk log F~ + F~ logF,, - (Fj q- Fk ÷ F,,) logS'] < 0. 
S 
It can be shown that (7) cannot be negative under any other condi- 
tions which do not include computing the entropies. In summary, if 
(6) holds, the new code is more efficient; if (8), (9), (10), or (11), or 
(12) hold, the new code is not more efficient. 
If the item of lowest frequency is Fk' = Fk -- Fjk then this item would 
become W~ so that Fk' = Fk -- Fjk = F~. In this case, S' = S - Fk 
and 
H- -  H' = B , S q-log 
(la) 
1 r 
+ ~ IF;' log Fj - F; log F~" -k F,k log Fjk -- F~ log Fk] 
which will be negative if
S t r 
S' log ~ > [& log F~- - F~- log Fg - Fjz log &~ q- Fk log Fk]. (14) 
Equation (7) becomes: 
i#j.~ -S q- ~ log - 
(15) ~_~,,' F~k Fj~ Fk log F~ F / log  + log - - .  
s ~+~r  7 s '  
This will be negative and hence the new code is less efficient if 
F~ < 1 i ¢ j, k, 
S '  e ' 
and 
Fj F /  > 1 (16) 
g > S-7= e 
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or  
Fk Fk 1 
-~ > S -~ >--- e (17) 
' fj~ Fk Fj > Fj > 1> >- -  (18) 
(ii) List extended to n ÷ 1 items by inserting W~k 
If Wj~ is inserted without dropping the item, F . ,  then there will be 
n ÷ 1 items and the terms involving F ,  in the above expressions are 
dropped so that S' is just S - Fjk. The new code will be more efficient if 
and only if 
B - + log ~ > ~ [Fi log F~ - (Fi - Fik) log (F~ - Fjk) (19) 
÷ F, log Fk -- (Fk -- Fjk) log (F~ - Fjk) -- Fib log Fjk]. 
Again, this inequality will hold if 
k~ f ? l t 
S r log~ > F i logF~' -  F~- logFj  ÷Fk logF~-  F~ IogF,  
(20) 
-- Fjk log Fj~. 
It  may be of interest hat the maximum value of 
S _ S 
S' l ogs  = (S - F~) log S - Fi~ e log, 2 
s S for F~.~ = S -  - .  
1.89 e 
Since both sides of the above inequality are always positive, it is not 
sufficient to consider Fj-, Fk, and Fik without also considering 
S = ~"--i F~. In terms of relative frequencies, the new code is more 
efficient if and only if 
- Fk + F~ N' Fjk log Fj ~, Fj~ FkS log ~ (21) 
Fk -- Fik F~ -F i~ Fik Fi~ ÷ S' log S~ ÷ ~ log 
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is positive. If 
F~ 1 
- -  <-  for i~ j ,k ,  
S - F~ e 
then the new code will be less efficient if 
Fj Fj - Fj~ 1 
-S> S' ~ -e (22~ 
Fk Fk -- Fjk 1 
> S' =e'> - (23) 
or, 
Fjk Fjk F~ Fj 
S--- 7 log T ~ ~ log S 
- -  Fk Fk Fj S '  Fjk log Fj S'  Fjk _}_ -S log -~ 
Fk -- Fjk -- Fik 
~, log Fk S' 
for then and only then ( 21 ) will be negative. 
(24) 
(iii) Other word pairs are inserted in the list 
In general, it will be necessary to compute H or B from the original 
frequencies to determine the effect of a new distribution. However, in 
certain instances it may be possible to determine the effect by only 
considering Fs, Fk, Fik, and S. 
If a new code is obtained by including Fj~, then one can similarly 
evaluate the effect on H p of including a second word pair of frequency 
F~,. In this way, word pairs can be successively included in the dictionary 
and the effect of each pair on the code can be determined. 
B.  ))~-WoRD ELEMENTS 
The above analysis can be extended to m-word code elements. Con- 
sider an m-tuple of words W~IW~ . . .  W~ m with respective frequencies 
F~I, F~,  --. , F~ m and a joint frequency of F~ p = F~. Let 
{i , ,  ~ ,  . . .  , i~} = A.  
Then 
S' = S -  (m-  1 )F~-  F~ 
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and 
H' 1 F~F~logF~ + E(F~--F.)Iog(F~-FD 
= ~7 LI~A 
~ (25) 
7 
+ F~ 10g FoJ + log s'. 
The difference of the entropies when W~,  the item of lowest frequency 
is replaced with the m-tuple with frequency F~ is 
H-H '=B ~, -  
S S (26) + log ~) -~- ~ [ - -~  (F~ -- F~) log (F~ -- F.) 
iCA 
+ ~ F~ log F~ ÷ F~ log F~ - -  F~ log F~]. 
(26) will always be positive if 
S , , 
S' log ~7 > [~-~ F~ log F~ - Fi logF~ ] 
~a (27) 
+ Fn log F~ - F~ log F~. 
Examples of codes in which code words are assigned to word pairs are 
shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1A is an encoding of 10 word types with 96 
tokens distributed as shown. The entropy per letter is 
2 .800/~ l~F~, where l~(i = 1 ,2 , . - . ,  10) 
/ i=l  
as the number of letters in the ith word and F~ is the number of tokens. 
In Fig. 1B, the word pair W~.7 with a frequency of 9 was coded and the 
frequencies of W6 and W7 were each reduced by 9. The average length 
of the 11 code words was 2.783, a slight reduction from the original en- 
Coding. Inasmuch as the total number of letters in the dictionary re- 
mains constant, the entropy per letter will also decrease. 
Figaare 1C illustrates the encoding of Fig. 1B with the lowest frequency 
word, W1, eliminated to maintain a constant number of code words. 
Again, the total entropy of the dictionary is less than in the original 
encoding. Whether the entropy per letter decreases, however, is depend- 
ent upon the number of letters in the deleted word. Because the fre- 
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TABLE 4 
MEASURED ENTROPY OF DIFFERENT LENGTH ELEMENTS 
Tokens Types Entropy (bits/letter) 
In dictionary 15,777 (79.49%) 1,941 2.76 
Synthesized 2,335 (12.18%) 1,236 3.16 
Spelled 1,598 (8.33%) 956 4.71 ~ 
Total 19,710 4,133 3.19 (Average) 
The actual cost was greater than indicated since a letter mode code word and 
a terminal space were required to switch into and out of the spelling routine. It is 
interesting to note that with the common words excluded from the spelling routine 
the information per letter approximates that obtained from an equiprobable 
distribution. 
quency of the deleted word will be small compared to the total number 
of tokens, its deletion will usually not tend to increase the entropy per 
letter. 
Figure 1D illustrates an encoding in which W6 and W7 are combined to 
form W6.7 with a frequency of 10. W8 is eliminated thereby and F /  
becomes 2. The example is a degenerate form of case (i). The entropy 
per letter is further reduced because a constant number of letters is 
coded into less costly code words. 
4. COMPRESSION WITH CHOICE OF LANGUAGE ELEMENT 
Measurements comparing code compression employing several lan- 
guage elements were made using the modified split dictionary format 
and word synthesis routines described in a previous paper (Schwartz, 
1963). Word synthesis can be considered as a combination of two or 
more words (stem plus affixes) whose transition probabilities are in- 
fluenced by grammatical constraints. 
The most frequent 5,153 word types from 4,257,692 tokens obtained 
from approximately 4.5 million tokens of the Lorge magazine count 
(Thorndike and Lorge, 1944) served as the base of the dictionary. Nu- 
merals, punctuation symbols, geographic names, and 43 suffixes brought 
the total number of items to 5,208. Computed entropy of the dictionary 
was 1.96 binary digits per letter. 4
4 Average code word length was 8.92 binary digits and average length of a 
symbol (words, punctuation, etc.) was 3.54 characters, exclusive of terminal 
space. Average token length was 3.95 characters. 
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Three distinct mappings of language lements into code language were 
provided: 
(1) If the frequency of a complex word (stem q- suffix) was greater 
than a cutoff requency (F = 50), the complex word was mapped into a 
single code word. 
(2) If the frequency of a complex word was unknown or less than the 
cutoff frequency but the frequency of the stem was greater than the 
cutoff frequency, the stem was mapped into a single code word with 
provision for mapping the complex word into two code words. 
(3) If the frequency of a word (complex or stem) was less than ,the 
cutoff requency or unknown, provision was made to map the word into 
a distinct binary code for individual letters. ' 
In this manner, while restricting dictionary size to available storage, 
the capability was provided to map the entire source language into code 
language. The results obtained from processing 19,710 tokens of general 
text are given in Table 4. ~ '~: 
5. D ISCUSSION ,~ 
Table 4 corroborates the theoretical estimates of Table 1 in regard to 
the language lement inasmuch as greater compression is obtained by 
mapping words rather than letters. Table 4 also confirms the analysis of 
Section 3 in regard to the mapping of word pairs with high transition 
probabilities into one code word since a complex word coded in such a 
manner costs 0.40 binary digits per letter less than when synthesized. 
By considering the grammatical constraints, a synthesized word was 
coded at much less cost than required by spelling. Since the average 
length of a synthesized word was 7.23 letters, the compression achieved 
by synthesis was considerable. The dictionary was not adapted in aC- 
cordance with the statistics of the information source, as described in a 
previous paper (Schwartz, 1965), because a small sample of text was 
used. Hence, the entropy values are not optimum. 
The entropy of processed messages using a one-to-one mapping of the 
ATC language words into code words was 1.43 binary digits per letter. 
Employment ofthe mathematical techniques ofSection 3 to analyze the 
multiple word elements of Table 2 with a subsequent recoding of some 
m-word elements would have led to a greater eduction of redundancy 
in the code language. : : 
The multiple word groups of Table 2 were obtained by noting the 
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occurrence of contiguous words. Contiguity, however, is not ~ necessary 
condition of word grouping since words are also related by syntactical 
and grammatical rules. Thus, in the beginning sentence of paragraph 2, 
Section 3: THESE PROBLEMS HAVE USUALLY BEEN MET . . . ,  
the verb group HAVE BEEN MET is grammatically one unit although 
USUALLY intervenes. There is a choice of BE and MEET but the 
participial form of these verbs is predetermined by HAVE, the plural 
form of which is established by THESE.  
The syntax and grammar can also be mapped into a code. Given the 
number of a subject and the tense of its predicate, complex words can 
be generated from a canonical stem (Schwartz, 1963) and it would not 
be necessary to burden a dictionary with paradigmatic sets. Since the 
grammatical nd syntactical rules are known a priori to both transmitter 
and receiver, syntax analyzers, grammar generators, automatic article 
insertion routines, etc., as used in mechanical translation, could decom- 
pose and reconstitute a given message. 
A minimum of information is required for transmission without dis- 
tortion. Mapping the various elements of a language: words, word 
groups, grammatical constructions, and syntactical order into code 
words of an efficient code based upon the criteria of Section 3 would 
provide a clearer estimate of this minimum information and the total 
redundancy of language. The practicality of such a maximum compres- 
sion system is dependent upon the time delay and analysis and genera- 
tion costs that would be entailed. Land-based computer decomposition 
and generation costs might be traded for reduced redundancy in airborne 
and satellite communication codes. 
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